
ANALYSIS OF THE GREEN MILE

In the film Green Mile, different sociological theories and concepts can be useful in considering how societies rule our
behaviors in life within different cultural places and times. A theory developed by sociologist Emile Durkheim known as
the functionalist perspective profoundly.

Paul and Brutus, a sympathetic guard, along with Percy a conceded, immoral, and violent guard as well as the
warden, begin their journey of extraordinary experiences with John Coffey that involves an intelligent mouse
and the healing of the sick and wounded. The reader will discover that the Green Mile itself is a metaphor for
death. But in this primary group society this was considered a moral decision that was justified. The formation
of functionalism involves norms, social roles, and cooperation. In one scene they use one of the prisoners in
the practice session and the prisoner makes a joke while in the electric chair and all the guards laugh except
for Paul. The film starts out in the deep south of Louisiana in a nursing home. This event is widely known as
the Great Blackout of  In the beginning, the father of the two girls is on a man hunt with fellow neighbors. In
the film The Green Mile directed by Frank Darabont, Michael Clarke Duncan is portrayed as John Coffey a
giant simple minded black man in who is accused of raping and killing two white girls He also tries to wind up
the guards and does very horrid things to them, such as urinate on one guard and swear at everyone else.
During the last part of the film, we suddenly realise that John Coffey is not a murderer. What hooks you? The
film cleverly crafted in a hidden story that only Christians might noticed. Paul immediately pulls the values
back into perspective and tells everyone to stop because an execution will take place tomorrow and he did not
want anyone to remember that moment and make a mistake because the act of electrocuting offered no room
for mistakes or laughter. The story is told in a flashback as Paul Edgecomb, the main character, refers back to
his past occupation as a prison guard at Cold Mountain Penitentiary in the year  In other words, everyone
should and must cooperate with the social roles and norms that are expected of them for unity in their own
society. Uncover new sources by reviewing other students' references and bibliographies Inspire new
perspectives and arguments or counterarguments to address in your own essay Read our Academic Honor
Code for more information on how to use and how not to use our library. There was never a court scene to
show innocent until proven guilty. The Two Dead Girls. This is when the father of the girls finds John holding
the two girls, covered in blood and this is when John is sent to Death Row. This is because it goes from
beginning to end, using flashbacks to help tell the story. A theory developed by sociologist Emile Durkheim
known as the functionalist perspective profoundly applies through out the film. As in The Green Mile, his
stories often involve ordinary people forced to confront horrific events, demonstrating the power of human
courage, solidarity, and compassion in the face of evil. Boston: Pearson Education. Analysis Of The Film '
The Green Mile ' Essay - From the eighties to the late nineties the film industry produced a number of films
with a dominant theme of whitenessâ€”encompassing stereotypical ideas of African Americans. Use film
techniques to support your answer. Set during the Great Depression and narrated as a flashback of an aging
nursing home resident, Paul Edgecomb recalls his younger days as the head prison guard at Coal Mountain
Louisiana State Penitentiary in this film. Walking our own green mile; each in our own time. Before indicating
the five big elements of the Christ story within John Coffey, it is important to note some important traits that
Coffey shared with Jesus Christ throughout the film


